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INTRODUCTION
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants is pleased to present this directory of colleges 
and universities that offer accounting programs. The schools are listed in alphabetical order by state. 
Each entry features the school's address, the name of the accounting program head (if known), 
and either the program head's phone number or the school's main number. In addition, the type 
of accounting program offered is listed after the school name. (A code key for the various types of 
accounting programs is listed below.)
This directory is actually a summarized version of the 1993-94 AICPA Directory of Accounting 
Education. The 1993-94 Directory of Accounting Education is a much more comprehensive 
reference guide, featuring detailed descriptions of the programs offered by each school, tuition 
and fees, lists of administrators and faculty, and other important data. The directory costs $50. 
To obtain a copy, please refer to the order form insert in this document.
(Please note that the AICPA neither endorses nor recommends any one of these programs over 
another; individuals trying to determine the most appropriate program for their needs should 
contact a career advisor.)
CODE KEY FOR ACCOUNTING PROGRAMS
AA Associate of Arts JD Juris Doctor
AAB Associate of Applied Business MA Master of Arts
AAS Associate of Applied Science MAcc Master of Accountancy
AS Associate in Science MAFIS Master of Accounting and Financial Information
BA Bachelor of Arts MAS Master of Accounting Science
BAA Bachelor of Applied Arts MBA Master of Business Administration
BAcc Bachelor of Accounting MIM Master of International Management
BAB Bachelor of Arts in Business MM Master of Management
BAS Bachelor of Applied Science MPAcc Master of Professional Accountancy
BB Bachelor of Business MS Master of Science
BBA Bachelor of Business Administration MSA Master of Science in Accounting
BPAcc Bachelor of Professional Accountancy MSAdm Master of Science in Administration
BS Bachelor of Science MSBA Master of Science in Business Administration
BSA Bachelor of Science in Administration MSIA Master of Science in Internal Auditing
BSB Bachelor of Science in Business MSM Master of Science in Management
BSBA Bachelor of Science in Business Administration MSPA Master of Science in Professional Accountancy
BSBM Bachelor of Science in Business Management MST Master of Science in Taxation
BSC Bachelor of Science in Commerce MT Master of Taxation
BSM Bachelor of Science in Management MTA Master of Tax Accounting









Alabama State University— 
Montgomery (BS)
Montgomery, AL 36195
Jean G. Crawford 205-293-4133
Auburn University (BSBA MAcc)
Auburn University, AL 36849 
Richard H. Tabor 205-844-5340
Auburn University at Montgomery 
(BSBA MBA)
7300 University Drive 
Montgomery, AL 36117-3596 










1500 East Fairview Avenue 
Montgomery, AL 36194 
Seth Anderson 205-265-0511
Jacksonville State University (BS)
North Pelham Road
Jacksonville, AL 36265
Wilbur G. Berry 205-782-5772
Livingston University (AS BS)
Livingston, AL 35470








Frank C. Minter 205-870-2546
Spring Hill College (BS)
4000 Dauphin Street
Mobile, AL 36608
Andrew D. Sharp 205-380-4112





637 West Battle Street
Talladega, AL 35160
Kojo Quartey 205-761-6248





Troy State University—Troy (BS MBA)
University Avenue
Troy, AL 36082
Thomas A. Ratcliffe 205-670-3459









(BS MAcc MTA PhD)
Box 870220
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
Thomas P. Howard 205-348-2907
University of Alabama—Birmingham 
(BS MAcc)
University Station University Center
Birmingham, AL 35294
Frank R. Rayburn 205-934-8820
University of Alabama in Huntsville
(BSBA)
Huntsville, AL 35899
Pierre L. Titard 205-895-6159
University of Mobile (BS)
Box 13220
Mobile, AL 36663-0220
William T. Stevens 205-675-5990
University of Montevallo (BBA)
Station 6540
Montevallo, AL 35115
William R. Word 205-665-6540




Royal E. Knight 205-760-4324
University of South Alabama (BS MAcc)
307 University Boulevard
Mobile, AL 36688
Frank R. Urbancic 205-460-6144
alaska








Robert C. Maloney 907-786-4137
University of Alaska—Fairbanks (BBA)
Fairbanks, AK 99775
E. Thomas Robinson 907-474-7121
arizona
American Graduate School of 
International Mgmt. (MIM) 
15249 North 59th Avenue 
Glendale, AZ 85306-6010 
Kenneth R. Ferris 602-978-7417
Arizona State University (BSMAcc PhD) 
Box 87-3606
Tempe, AZ 85287-3606
Richard E. Flaherty 602-965-3631






Northern Arizona University (BS)
P.O. Box 15066
Flagstaff, AZ 86011-5066
Craig E. Bain 602-523-7383
University of Arizona (BSBA MAcc PhD)
Tucson, AZ 85721
Andrew D. Bailey, Jr. 602-621-2620
Western International University
(BS MS)








Cassie F. Creighton 501-793-9813
Arkansas State University (BS MS)
P.O. Box 1630
State University, AR 72467
Owen B. Moseley 501-972-3038
Arkansas Tech University (BS)
Corley Building
Russellville, AR 72801
Royce D. Jones 501-968-0612
Harding University (BBA)
Box 774 Station A
Searcy, AR 72149-0001
Mike Emerson 501-279-4240
Henderson State University (BBA)
1100 Henderson Street
Arkadelphia, AR 71999




Stephen W. Kerr 501-329-6811
John Brown University (BS)
2000 University Street
Siloam Springs, AR 72761 
Paul G. Kimball 501-524-3131
Ouachita Baptist University (BA BS)
Box 3765-OBU
Arkadelphia, AR 71998-001
Jim Rothwell 501-246-4531 Ext. 5205








Jackson A. White 501-575-4051
University of Arkansas—Little Rock
(BS MBA)
2801 South University Avenue
Little Rock, AR 72204





David F. Barringer 501-460-1141
University of Arkansas—Pine Bluff
(BS)
1200 University Drive
Pine Bluff, AR 71601
Matthew R. Henry 501-543-8587




Bill R. Humphrey 501-450-3108









Azusa Pacific University (BA BS)
901 E. Alosta Avenue
Azusa, CA 91702
Stan Deal 818-969-3434
California Lutheran University (BS)
60 West Olsen Road 
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 
Charles Maxey 805-493-3360
California Polytechnic State 
University (BS MBA)
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
James A. Anderson 805-756-1384
California State Polytechnic
University (BSBA MBA)
3801 West Temple Avenue 
Pomona, CA 91768-4082 
Keith Ehrenreich 909-869-2365
California State University— 
Bakersfield (BSBA)
9001 Stockdale Highway 
Bakersfield, CA 93311-1099 
James A. Patten 805-664-2339
California State University—Chico 
(BSBA MSA MBA)
Chico, CA 95929-0011
Donald E. Keller 916-898-6463
California State University— 
Dominguez Hills (BSBA)
1000 East Victoria Street
Carson, CA 90747
Donald J. Barnett 310—516—3565
California State University—Fresno
(BS MS)
Shaw & Cedar Avenues
Fresno, CA 93740




Gerald B. Hoth 714-773-2225
California State University— 
Hayward (BSBA MBA)
Hayward, CA 94542




Long Beach, CA 90840
Robert W. Vanasse 310-985-4586




California State University— 
Los Angeles (BSBA MS MBA)
5151 State University Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90032
Lynn Rans 213-343-2830
California State University— 
Northridge (BSBA MSA MST)
18111 Nordhoff Street
Northridge, CA 91330
Robert L. Barker 818-885-2461




John C. Corless 916-278-7124
California State University— 
San Bernardino (BS MBA)
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
Eldon C. Lewis 714-880-5704
California State University— 
Stanislaus (BS MBA)
801 West Monte Vista Avenue 
Turlock, CA 95380
Donald E. Garner 209-667-3671
Chapman University (BSBA)
333 North Glassell Street
Orange, CA 92666
John Virchick 714-997-6684
Claremont Graduate School (MBA)
925 North Dartmouth Avenue 
Claremont, CA 91711-6184 
Sidney Harris 714-621-8073
Claremont McKenna College (BA)
Bauer Center
Claremont, CA 91711
Marcos F. Massoud 714-621-8555
Ext. 3203








Fresno Pacific College (BA)




(BA BS MSPA MBA)
536 Mission Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Thomas D. Veit 415-442-6595











La Sierra University (BBA MBA)
Riverside, CA 92515
Jeffrey Leeper 909-785-2161
Loyola Marymount University (BS)
Loyola Boulevard at West 80th Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90045-2699 
Frank P. Daroca 310-338-7660
Mount St. Mary's College (BA BS)
12001 Chalon Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 
John Geranios 310-471-9517
National University (BBA)
4025 Camino Del Rio South
San Diego, CA 92108
Donald A. Schwartz 619-563-7438








24255 Pacific Coast Highway
Malibu, CA 90265
Grant W. Newton 310-456-4485
Point Loma Nazarene College (BA)
3900 Lomaland Drive 
San Diego, CA 92106-2899 
Everett Campbell 619-221-2305





San Diego State University
(BSBA MS MBA)
5300 Campanille Drive
San Diego, CA 92182
O. Ray Whittington 619-594-5329
San Francisco State University
(BSBA MBA MSBA MST)
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132
Joel Kauffman 415-338-1754
San Jose State University
(BSBA MSA MST)
One Washington Square
San Jose, CA 95192
Joseph E. Mori 408-924-3460
Santa Clara University (BS MBA)
Santa Clara, CA 95053
James F. Sepe 403-554-4036
Sonoma State University (BSBA)
1801 East Cotati Avenue 
Rohnert Park, CA 94928 
Sherri Anderson 707-664-2220
Southern California College (BA)
55 Fair Drive
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Richard Schultz 714-556-3610
Stanford University (MBA PhD)
Stanford, CA 94305
William H. Beaver 415-723-2300
United States International University 
(BSBA)
10455 Pomerado Road
San Diego, CA 92131
619-693-4615
University of California—Berkeley 
(BSBA MBA)
Berkeley, CA 94720




University of California—Davis (MBA)
Davis, CA 95616
916-752-1011
University of California—Los Angeles 
(MBA PhD)
405 Hilgard Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 
213-825-3101
University of California—Riverside 
(MBA)
900 University Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92521 
714-787-1012
University of California— 
Santa Barbara (BA)
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Glenn E. Owen 805-893-2124
University of La Verne (BA)
1950 Third Street
La Verne, CA 91750
H'tein Han 714-593-3337




University of San Diego (BAcc)
Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110 
619-260-4600
University of San Francisco 
(BSBA MBA)
Ignatian Heights
San Francisco, CA 94117
John Grant Rhode 415-666-6884
University of Southern California
(BS MAcc MBT)
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90089
Michael A. Diamond 213-740-4841
University of the Pacific (BSBA)
3601 Pacific Avenue 
Stockton, CA 95211 
Richard J. Vargo 209-946-2644
Woodbury University (BS MBA)
7500 Glenoaks Boulevard 
Burbank, CA 91510
Jon W. Myers 818-767-0888
Adams State College (BSBA)
Alamosa, CO 81102
Gerald Corning 719-589-7161
Colorado Christian University (BA) 
180 South Garrison Street
Lakewood, CO 80226 
Vera I. Beers 303-238-5386
Colorado State University 
(BS MS MBA)
Administration Annex 
Fort Collins, CO 80523 
Terry L. Lantry 303-491-5102
Fort Lewis College (BA)
College Heights 
Durango, CO 81301 
Joseph C. Colgan 303-247-7294
Mesa State College (BS)
P.O. Box 2647
Grand Junction, CO 81502
David E. Rogers 303-248-1720






West 50th & Lowell Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221
Fr. James Richard 303-458-4100
University of Colorado—Boulder 
(BS MBA MS PhD)
Boulder, CO 80309
Barry L. Lewis 303-492-8413
University of Colorado— 
Colorado Springs (BSBA MBA)
P.O. Box 7150
Austin Bluffs Parkway
Colorado Springs, CO 80933 
Kirkland A. Wilcox 719-593-3413





Bruce R. Neumann 303-628-1284
University of Denver (BS MAcc MBA)
University Park
Denver, CO 80208
Robert K. Zimmer 303-871-3025








William O. Stratton 719-549-2142






Central Connecticut State University 
(BS)
1615 Stanley Street 
New Britain, CT 06050 




Robert W. Kravet 203-254-4000
Quinnipiac College (BS MBA)
Mt. Carmel Avenue 
Hamden, CT 06518 
Anne J. Rich 203-281-8787
Sacred Heart University (BA BS MBA)
5151 Park Avenue
Fairfield, CT 06432
Scott R. Colvin 203-371-7856
Saint Joseph College (BSBA)
1678 Asylum Avenue 
West Hartford, CT 06117 
Steven B. Jarett 203-232-4571
Southern Connecticut State University 
(BSBA)
501 Crescent Street 
New Haven, CT 06515 
Wafeek H. Abdelsayed 203-397-4188




Teikyo Post College (BS)




University of Bridgeport (BS)
380 University Avenue 
Bridgeport, CT 06601 





James A. Heintz 203-486-3018
University of Hartford (BSBA MSPA)
200 Bloomfield Avenue 
West Hartford, CT 06117 
George P. Generas 203-768-4576
University of New Haven (BS MBA MS)
300 Orange Avenue
West Haven, CT 06516
Robert Wnek 203-932-7000
Western Connecticut State University 
(BBA MSAdm)
181 White Street 
Danbury, CT 06810 
Monica Frizzell 203-797-4051
Yale University (PhD)
Box 1A Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520
203-432-5932
delaware
Delaware State College (BS) 




4701 Limestone Road 
Wilminton, DE 19808 
Bruce Marsland 302-998-8814
University of Delaware (BS MS) 
116 Hullihen Hall
Newark, DE 19716
Kent St. Pierre 302-831-2961
Wesley College (BS) 
120 North State Street
Dover, DE 19901 
302-736-2300
Wilmington College (BS)
320 Dupont Highway 
New Castle, DE 19720 
John Camp 302-328-9401
district of Columbia
American University (BSBA MBA MS) 
4400 Massachusetts Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20016
Philip F. Jacoby 202-885-1933
Catholic University of America 
(BA BS MA)
Washington, DC 20064
Alberto M. Piedra 202-319-5236
Gallaudet University (BS)
800 Florida Avenue NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
Edward F. Wilk 202-651-5040
George Washington University 
(BAcc MAcc PhD)
2121 I Street NW 
Washington, DC 20052 
Debra Sheldon 202-994-8217
Georgetown University (BSBA)
37th & O Street NW 
Washington, DC 20057 
William G. Droms 202-687-3820
Howard University (BBA)
2400 Sixth Street NW
Washington, DC 20059
Ruthie G. Reynolds 202-806-1566
Southeastern University (BS MBA)
501 I Street SW
Washington, DC 20024
James McCarthy 202-488-8162
Strayer College (AS BS MS) 
1025 15th Street NW
Washington, DC 20005
Margaret Parrish 202-408-2400
University of the District of Columbia 
(BBA)
4200 Connecticut Avenue NW
MB52
Washington, DC 20008
Donald D. Ramsey 202-282-3746
florida
Barry University (BS MBA MPAcc)
11300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161 
305-899-3500
Bethune-Cookman College (BS) 
640 Mary McLeod Bethune Boulevard 
Daytona Beach, FL 32114-3099
Aubrey E. Long 904-255-1401
Flagler College (BA)
P.O. Box 1027
St. Augustine, FL 32085
Steve Evans 904-829-6481
Florida A&M University (BS MBA)
Tallahassee, FL 32307
Robert Atkinson 904-599-3170
Florida Atlantic University (BBA MAcc) 
500 NW 20th Street
Boca Raton, FL 33431-0991
Robert D. Taylor 407-367-3636




James H. Scheiner 305-348-2586
Florida Memorial College (BS)
15800 Northwest 42nd Avenue
Miami, FL 33054
Abbass Entessari 305-623-1441
Florida Southern College (BS BA MBA)
Lakeland, FL 33802
Duane Hopkins 813-680-4269
Florida State University 
(BA BS MAcc PhD)
Tallahassee, FL 32306
Jane L. Reimers 904-644-2771
Fort Lauderdale College (BS)
1040 Bayview Drive
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
Barbara Kronk 305-568-1600
Jacksonville University (BA BS)
2800 University Boulevard
Jacksonville, FL 32211









3601 North Military Trail 
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5598 
Lisa Prue 407-994-0770
Nova University (BA BS)
3301 College Avenue 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314 




Robert L. Chapman 407-628-5870
Rollins College (MBA)
Winter Park, FL 32789 
407-646-2000
St. Leo College (BA)
P.O. Box 2008
St. Leo, FL 33574
Laurel G. Cobb 904-588-8309
St. Thomas University (BBA MAcc)
16400 Northwest 32nd Avenue
Miami, FL 33054
Craig E. Reese 305-628-6623
Stetson University (BBA MAcc)
421 North Woodland Boulevard 
Deland, FL 32720
Joseph J. Master 904-822-7415
Tampa College (AS BS MBA)
3319 West Hillsborough Avenue
Tampa, FL 33614
William Freund 813-879-6000
University of Central Florida 




University of Florida (BS MAcc PhD)
Gainesville, FL 32611
Douglas A. Snowball 904-392-0155
University of Miami (BBA MPAcc)
P.O. Box 248031
Coral Gables, FL 33124
Paul Munter 305-284-5492
University of North Florida (BBA MAcc)
4567 St. Johns Bluff Road South 
Jacksonville, FL 32216
Homer L. Bates 904-646-2630
University of South Florida
(BA BS MAcc PhD)
4202 Fowler Avenue
Tampa, FL 33620
Gary L. Hoistrum 813-974-4186
University of Tampa (BS MBA)
401 West Kennedy Boulevard
Tampa, FL 33606
Steven M. Platau 813-253-3333




Gregory C. Yost 904-474-2736
Warner Southern College (BA BS)
5301 U.S. Highway 27 South
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Brian Satterlee 813-638-1426
georgia
Albany State College (BS)
504 College Drive
Albany, GA 31705
Joseph C. Burger 912-439-4772






William J. Brown 404-236-1713




Clark Atlanta University (BA)
240 James P. Brawley Drive 
Atlanta, GA 30314 
Robert S. Fell 404-880-8466
Clayton State College (BBA)
Morrow, GA 30260




Gary E. Kundey 706-568-2150




Fort Valley State College (BBA)
805 State College Drive





Dixie C. Trimble 912-453-4023





Georgia Southern University (BBA)
Statesboro, GA 30460
Karen A. Fortin 912-681-5678
Georgia Southwestern College (BBA)
Wheatley Street
Americus, GA 31709
John F. Henry 912-928-1279
Georgia State University
(BBA MBA MPAcc PhD)
University Plaza
Atlanta, GA 30303
Leonard Eugene Berry 404-651-2616
Kennesaw State College (BBA MBA)
P.O. Box 444
Marietta, GA 30061

















G. Russell Barber, Jr. 912-752-2832
Morehouse College (BA)
830 Westview Drive Southwest
Atlanta, GA 30314
John Williams 404-215-2618
Morris Brown College (BS)
643 Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive
Atlanta, GA 30314
Wilton Heyliger 404-220-0236
North Georgia College (BBA)
Dahlonega, GA 30597
H. Lawrence Dennis 706-864-1607
Oglethorpe University (BBA)
4484 Peachtree Road NE
Atlanta, GA 30319




Barbara J. Combs 404-722-4471






Robert H. Darville 706-291-2121
University of Georgia (BBA MAcc PhD)
Athens, GA 30602
Russell M. Barefield 404-542-3597
Valdosta State College (BBA)
1500 North Patterson Street
Valdosta, GA 31698





West Georgia College (BBA MPAcc)
Maple Street
Carrollton, GA 30118
Ara G. Volkan 404-836-6469
Hawaii
Brigham Young University—Hawaii 
(AS BS)
55-220 Kulanui Street
Laie, Oahu, HI 96762
Lloyd M. Munson 808-293-3580




Diana L. Clarke 808-739-4608
Hawaii Pacific University (BSBA MBA)
1164 Bishop Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
Richard T. Ward 808-544-0213
University of Hawaii at Hilo (BBA)
Hilo, HI 96720
Judi Hora 808-933-3456
University of Hawaii at Manoa
(BBA MBA MAcc)
2404 Maile Way A303
Honolulu, HI 96822
David C. Yang 808-956-7332
idaho
Albertson College of Idaho (BA)
2112 Cleveland Boulevard
Caldwell, ID 83605
David H. Perkins 208-459-5801
Boise State University (BBA)
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
William C. Lathen 208-385-1236
Idaho State University (BBA MBA)
Box 8020
Pocatello, ID 83209
Kenneth A. Smith 208-236-2975
Lewis-Clark State College (BBA)
8th Avenue & 6th Street
Leiston, ID 83501
Robert Ley 208-799-2293










Rock Island, IL 61201




Forest D. Etheredge 708-844-5529
Barat College (BA BS)





Bradley University (BS BA)
1501 West Bradley
Peoria, IL 61625
Harold M. Nix 309-677-2289
Chicago State University (BS)
95th Street at King Drive
Chicago, IL 60628
Thomas E. Vaughn 312-995-3976








River Forest, IL 60305
William M. Ewald 708-209-3017
DePaul University 
(BSC MAcc MSA MST) 
25 East Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, IL 60604
John T. Ahern, Jr. 312-362-8770
Eastern Illinois University (BSB)
Charleston, IL 61920
Frank L. Clark 217-581-3023
Elmhurst College (BA BS)
190 Prospect Avenue
Elmhurst, IL 60126
Joseph N. Heiney 708-279-4100




Governors State University (BS)
University Parkway
University Park, IL 60466
Sheldon Mendelson 708-534-5000
Greenville College (BS)
315 East College Avenue
Greenville, IL 62246
Donald L. Sherif 616-664-1840








Illinois Institute of Technology (BS)
10 West 33rd Street
Chicago, IL 60616
Jack B. Wollman 312-567-5118
Illinois State University (BS MSA)
Normal, IL 61761
Stanley E. Jenne 309-438-7653
Illinois Wesleyan University (BA)
Box 2900
Bloomington, IL 61702
Mona J. Gardner 309-556-3171




Loyola University of Chicago
(BBA MBA)
820 North Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60611
Gary A. Porter 312-915-7108
MacMurray College (BA BS)
East College Avenue
Jacksonville, IL 62650 
Kathleen White 217-479-7173
McKendree College (BBA)












18 South Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60603
Rocco Vanasco 312-621-9650
North Central College (BA BS)
P.O. Box 3063
30 North Brainard Street 
Naperville, IL 60566-7063 
Daphne Lee 708-420-6913





5500 North St. Louis Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60625-4699 
Chong-Tong Chen 312-794-2657
Northern Illinois University (BS MAS) 
De Kalb, IL 60115
John H. Smith 815-753-1250












Rockford College (BA BS)
Rockford, IL 61108
Robert Bon der Ohe 815-226-4000
Roosevelt University (BSBA MSA)
430 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
Terence A. Faircloth 312-341-3851
Rosary College (BA MBA MSA)
7900 West Division Street
River Forest, IL 60305
Raymond R. Pollastrini 708-524-6810
Saint Xavier College (BS)
3700 West 103rd Street
Chicago, IL 60655
312-779-3300
Sangamon State University (BA MA)
Springfield, IL 62794-9243
David R. Olson 217-786-6305
Southern Illinois University—
Carbondale (BS MAcc JD/MAcc)
Carbondale, IL 62901





Thomas E. King 618-692-2633




Trinity Christian College (BS)
6601 West College Drive





University of Chicago (PhD)
1101 East 58th Street






Ronald D. Picur 312-996-2650
University of Illinois—
Urbana-Champaign 
(BS MS MAS PhD)
506 South Wright Street
Urbana Champaign, IL 61801
Lawrence A. Tomassini 217-333-2451
Western Illinois University (BB MAcc)
900 West Adams Street
Macomb, IL 61455





Ball State University (BS)
2000 University Avenue
Muncie, IN 47306
Paul W. Parkison 317-285-5100
Bethel College (BA)
1001 McKinley Avenue 
Mishawaka, IN 46545 
John R. Mow 219-259-8511
Butler University (BSBA)
46th & Sunset Avenue 
Indianapolis, IN 46208 
Harry E. Hicks 317-283-9261
Calumet College of St. Joseph (BS)
2400 New York Avenue
Whiting, IN 46394
Bernard Meiring 219-473-4271
Franklin College of Indiana (BA)
Monroe Street
Franklin, IN 46131
James C. William 317-738-8000
Goshen College (BA)
1700 South Main Street
Goshen, IN 46526
Delmar Good 219-535-7503
Grace College (BA BS)
200 Seminary Drive






Indiana Institute of Technology (BS)
1600 East Washington Boulevard
Fort Wayne, IN 46803
Virginia R. Ruby 219-422-5561
Indiana State University (BS)
217 North Sixth Street
Terre Haute, IN 47809
Thomas D. Harris 812-237-2002
Indiana University—
Purdue University at Indianapolis 
(BA BS)
425 North Agnes Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46202 
Mikel G. Tiller 812-855-8966
Indiana University—Bloomington 
(BS DBA PhD)
814 East Third Street 
Bloomington, IN 47405 




Lloyd J. Buckwell, Jr. 219-980-6644
Indiana University—
Purdue University (BSB)
2101 Coliseum Boulevard East
Fort Wayne, IN 46805
Dyne L. Pfeffenberger 219-481-6494
Indiana University—South Bend (BS)
P.O. Box 7111
1700 Mishawaka Avenue
South Bend, IN 46634
219-237-4227
Indiana University—Southeast (BS)
4201 Grant Line Road
New Albany, IN 47150
Vicki Meredith 812-941-2268
Indiana University Kokomo (BS)
2300 South Washington Street
Kokomo, IN 46904
Thomas J. Von der Embse 317-455-9446
Manchester College (BS MAcc)
North Manchester, IN 46962 
Arthur L. Gilbert 219-982-5304
Marian College (BS)
3200 Cold Spring Road 
Indianapolis, IN 46222 






Oakland City College (BS)
143 Lucretia Street
Oakland City, IN 47660
Barbara Crowder 812-749-4781
Purdue University (BS MSM PhD)
West Lafayette, IN 47907









Saint Mary's College (BBA)
Notre Dame, IN 46556
Claude D. Renshaw 219-284-4750
Taylor University (BA BS)
500 West Reade Avenue 
Upland, IN 46989-1001 






Michael I. Lesiak 219-665-4184
University of Evansville (BS)
1800 Lincoln Avenue
Evansville, IN 47722
Terry W. Mullins 812-479-2851
University of Indianapolis (BA BS MBA)
1400 East Hanna Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46227
Robin R. Livesay 317-788-3378
University of Notre Dame (BBA)
Notre Dame, IN 46556
Thomas J. Frecka 219-631-3895
University of Southern Indiana (BA BS)
8600 University Boulevard
Evanville, IN 47712
Mehmet C. Kocakulah 812-464-1730
Valparaiso University (BS)
Valparaiso, IN 46383
Karl E. Reichardt 219-464-5043
iowa
Briar Cliff College (BA BS) 
3303 Rebecca Street
Sioux City, IA 51104
Vali Sorathia 712-279-5552
Buena Vista College (BA)
4th & College Streets 
Storm Lake, IA 50588 
Wayne M. Higley 712-749-2421
Central University of Iowa (BA)
812 University 
Pella, IA 50219 
Carol Vruwink 515-628-5258




Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
William Spellman 319-399-8714
Dordt College (BA)
498 4th Avenue NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250
Robert Hilbelink 712-722-6350
Drake University (BSBA)
25th & University Streets 





Steven L. Anders 515-784-5175
Iowa State University (BS)
Ames, IA 50011
Labh S. Hira 515-294-8106
Iowa Wesleyan College (BA BS)
601 North Main Street 









Edward A. Kaschins 319-387-1130
Morningside College (BA BS)
1501 Morningside College 
Sioux City, IA 51106
Douglas C. Livermore 712-274-5131
Mount Mercy College (BBA BAS BAA)
1330 Elmhurst Drive NE 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402 
Stephen J. Gilmour 319-363-8213
Northwestern College (BA)
Highway 10
Orange City, IA 51041 
Phil Patton 712-737-4821
St. Ambrose University (BS BA MAcc)
518 West Locust Street 





Teikyo Marycrest University (BA BS)
1607 West 12th Street 
Davenport, IA 52804 
Ali Arshad 319-326-9372
Teikyo Westmar College (BA)
1002 3rd Avenue SE
Le Mars, IA 51031
Carl Hartman 712-546-7081
University of Dubuque (BBA)
2000 University Avenue
Dubuque, IA 52001
Candace L. Humphrey 319-589-3194
University of Iowa (BBA MA PhD)
Iowa City, IA 52242
Willis R. Greer, Jr. 319-335-0910
University of Northern Iowa (BBA)
1227 West 27th Street
Cedar Falls, IA 50614
Gerald Smith 319-273-2394
Upper Iowa University (BA)
P.O. Box 1857
Fayette, IA 52142-1857
Michael F. Klimesh 319-425-5255
Wartburg College (BA)
P.O. Box 1003
222 9th Street NW
Waverly, IA 50677
William A. Shipman 319-352-8315





Baker University (BBA) 
Baldwin City, KS 66006 
Stuart Dorsey 913-594-6451
Benedictine College (BA)
Atchison, KS 66002 
Don Laney 913-367-5340
Bethany College (BA)
421 North First Street 
Lindsborg, KS 67456 
Barbara Rytych 913-227-3311
Bethel College (BS)
300 East 27th Street
North Newton, KS 67117 
Gladys Graber 316-284-5301




Emporia State University (BSB)
12th & Commercial Streets
Emporia, KS 66801
John C. Rich 316-341-5346
Fort Hays State University (BBA MBA)
600 Park Street
Hays, KS 67601
Robert E. Holtfreter 913-628-5683
Friends University (BA BS)
2100 University Avenue
Wichita, KS 67213 
Ron Ryan 316-261-5800




Kansas State University (BSBA MAcc)
Manhattan, KS 66506
Maurice E. Stark 913-532-6184














Pittsburg State University (BBA MBA)
1701 South Broadway
Pittsburg, KS 66762
Donald M. Cash 316-235-4561
Saint Mary College (BA BS)
4100 South 4th Street 


















Wichita State University (BBA MPAcc)
1845 Fairmount
Wichita, KS 67260
James W. Deskins 316-689-3215
kentucky







Campbellsville College (BA BS)
200 College Street West 
Campbellsville, KY 42718
Philip M. Lee 502-465-8158 Ext. 5317
Cumberland College (BA BS)
Box 190
Williamsburg, KY 40769
Harold F. Hubbard 606-549-2200
Eastern Kentucky University (BBA)
Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, KY 40475
Jessica J. Frazier 606-622-1087
Georgetown College (BS)
400 East College Street
Georgetown, KY 40324
Suzanee Peal 502-863-8166









Morehead State University (BBA)
Combs 222
Morehead, KY 40351
Green R. Miller 606-783-2721
Murray State University (BA BS MBA)
Murray, KY 42071
Thomas I. Miller 502-762-4195
Northern Kentucky University (BS)
Nunn Drive
Highland Heights, KY 41076
Linda M. Marquis 606-572-6526




Thomas More College (BA)
333 Thomas More Parkway
Crestview Hills, KY 41017
Thomas J. Gilday 606-344-3405
University of Kentucky (BS MS)
Lexington, KY 40506-0034
Michael G. Tearney 606-257-1876
University of Louisville (BSBA)
Louisville, KY 40292
Alan N. Attaway 502-588-5847
Western Kentucky University (BS MPA)
1526 Russellville Road
Bowling Green, KY 42101
Jack O. Hall 502-745-3895
louisiana







New Orleans, LA 70122




Grambling State University (BS)
Grambling, LA 71245
Macil C. Wilkie, Jr. 318-274-3110
Louisiana College (BA BS)
1140 College Drive
Pineville, LA 71359
Roger W. Best 318-487-4366
Louisiana State University and 
A&M College (BSBA MS PhD)
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
Vincent C. Brenner 504-388-6202




Donald E. Bennett 318-797-5253
Louisiana Tech University 
(BS MBA MPAcc DBA)
P.O. Box 10318 Tech Station
Ruston, LA 71272
J. Ralph Byington 318-257-2822
Loyola University (BBA MBA)
6363 St. Charles Avenue 
New Orleans, LA 70118 
Cecily A. Raiborn 504-865-3544
McNeese State University (BS)
P.O. Box 91415
Lake Charles, LA 70609 
Eldon R. Bailey 318-475-5522
Nicholls State University (BS)
P.O. Box 2004 University Station
Thibodaux, LA 70310
Jimmy N. Ponder 504-448-4173
Northeast Louisiana University (BBA)
700 University Avenue
Monroe, LA 71209
James T. Hood 318-342-1108
Northwestern State University 








Joseph L. Morris 504-549-2052
Southern University and
A&M College (BS MPA)
P.O. Box 9723 Southern Branch
Baton Rouge, LA 70813
Brenda S. Birkett 504-771-5641
Southern University 
at New Orleans (BS)
6400 Press Drive
New Orleans, LA 70126
Edmann Rathke 504-286-5360
Tulane University (BSM MBA)
6823 St. Charles Avenue 
New Orleans, LA 70118 
David W. Harvey 504-865-5487
University of New Orleans (BS MS)
Lakefront
New Orleans, LA 70148
Philip J. Harmelink 504-286-6244




Thomas E. Wilson, Jr. 318-231-6218
Xavier University of Louisiana (BS)
7325 Palmetto Street 
New Orleans, LA 70125 




Charles M. Sullivan 
207-947-1121 Ext. 315
Saint Joseph's College (BSBA)
White's Bridge Road
Windham, ME 04062-1198
Sr. Mary Jude Murray 207-892-6766
Thomas College (BSBA MBA)
180 West River Road
Waterville, ME 04901
Peter Gilbert 207-873-0771
University of Maine at Machias (BS)
Machias, ME 04654
Pat McCarthy 207-255-3313
University of Maine at Orono (BSBA)
5773 South Stevens Hall 
Orono, ME 04469 
207-581-1968
University of Maine 
at Presque Isle (BA BS)
Presque Isle, ME 04769
Dale Morris 207-764-0311
University of Southern Maine (BS)
96 Falmouth Street 
Portland, ME 04103 
D. Bradlee Hodson 207-780-4750
Westbrook College (BA BS)
Portland, ME 04103
W. Stanton Maloney 207-797-7261
maryland




Columbia Union College (AAS BS)
7600 Flower Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912
Nancy Kluge 301-891-4071
Frostburg State University (BS BA)
Frostburg, MD 21532-1099
Connie J. Groer 301-689-4388
Loyola College (BBA)
4501 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21210
William E. Blouch 410-617-2598
Morgan State University (BS MBA)
Cold Spring Lane & Hillen Road 
Baltimore, MD 21239 
Dahli Gray 410-319-3445
Mount Saint Mary's College (BS)
Emmitsburg, MD 21727
Charles A. Beitz, Jr. 301-447-5396
Salisbury State University (BS)
Camden Avenue
Salisbury, MD 21801
Robert F. Dombrowski 410-543-6325
Towson State University (BS)
Towson, MD 21204
Herbert E. Olivera 301-830-3226
University of Baltimore (BSBA MST)
Charles at Mount Royal Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21201
Phillip John Korb 410-625-3210
Maryland continues on next page
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MARYLAND — MASSACHUSETTS
University of Maryland— 
Eastern Shore (BS)
Princess Anne, MD 21853
Okeleke Nzeogwu 410-651-6522
University of Maryland at 
College Park (BS MBA)
College Park, MD 20742
Stephen E. Loeb 301-405-2207
massachusetts
American International College (BS) 
1000 State Street 
Springfield, MA 01109
Salvatore Anzalotti 413-737-7000
Anna Maria College 





500 Salisbury Street 
Worcester, MA 01615 
Joseph T. Foley 508-752-5615
Atlantic Union College (BS)
Main Street
South Lancaster, MA 01561
Josef Ghosn 508-368-2420
Babson College (BS MBA)
Babson Park 
Wellesley, MA 02157 
Michael L. Fetters 617-239-4405
Bentley College (BS MSA) 
175 Forest Street
Waltham, MA 02154
Clifford D. Brown 617-891-2210
Boston College (BS MBA)
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167-3804
Kenneth B. Schwartz 617-552-3942
Boston University (BSBA MBA DBA) 
704 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
Alfred J. Nanni 617-353-2941
Bridgewater State College (BS)






College of the Holy Cross (BA)
College Street
Worcester, MA 01610
John D. O'Connell 508-793-2679
Eastern Nazarene College (BA BS)







Fitchburg State College (BA BS)
160 Pearl Street
Fitchburg, MA 01420





Harvard University (MBA DBA PhD)
Soldiers Field
Boston, MA 02163 
617-495-1000
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MS PhD)
50 Memorial Drive 




North Andover, MA 01845




Frank Olive 508-943-1560 Ext. 253
North Adams State College (BSBA)
North Adams, MA 01247





Sharon M. McKinnon 617-437-4648
Salem State College (BSBA)
352 Lafayette Street
Salem, MA 01970







North Easton, MA 02357-0016
Edward S. Vaughn, Jr. 508-230-1222
Suffolk University 
(BSBA MBA MSA MST)




Amherst (BBA MBA MS PhD)
Amherst, MA 01003
Richard J. Asebrook 413-545-5661




Lal C. Chugh 617-287-7671
University of Massachusetts—
Dartmouth (BS)
North Dartmouth, MA 02747
Raymond Jackson 508-999-8432









Claire S. Bronson 413-782-1600
















Andrews University (BBA MBA)
Berrien Springs, Ml 49104
Ann Gibson 616-471-3429
Aquinas College (BSBA)
Grand Rapids, Ml 49506 
Cynthia Van Gelderen 
616-459-8281 Ext. 3607
Baker College (AS BBA)
G 1050 West Bristol
Flint, Ml 48507
John Cote 313-766-4100
Baker College of Muskegon (BBA)
141 Hartford Avenue
Muskegon, Ml 49442
Zen Hanger 616-726-4904 Ext. 332






Grand Rapids, Ml 49546
Shirley J. Roels 616-957-6479
Central Michigan University 
(BSBA MBA)
Mount Pleasant, Ml 48859






Grand Rapids, Ml 49503 
Neal L. Hansen 616—451—3511







Mohsen F. Sharifi 313-487-3320
Ferris State University (BS MAcc)
901 South State Street 
Big Rapids, Ml 49307-2295 
John A. Elfrink 616-592-2435
GMI Engineering & Management
Institute (BS)
1700 West Third Avenue
Flint, Ml 48504-4898
J. Eugene Kangas 313-762-7959
Grand Rapids Baptist College (BA)
1001 East Beltline NE
Grand Rapids, Ml 49505
William R. Riter 616-949-5300




Susan W. Martin 616-895-2170
Hillsdale College (BA BS)
35 East College Street
Hillsdale, Ml 49242
Charles Van Eaton 517-437-7341




Lake Superior State University
(BS BSBA)
1000 College Drive
Sault Sainte Marie, Ml 49783
Bruce Harger 906-635-2421
Lawrence Technological University 
(BSBA)
21000 West Ten Mile Road
Southfield, Ml 48075





Marygrove College (BA BS)
8425 West McNichols Road
Detroit, Ml 48221
James Dicks 313-862-8000
Mercy College of Detroit (BA BS)




(BA MBA PhD DBA)






Paul A. Nelson 906-487-2809
Moorhead State University (BS)
1104 7th Avenue South
Moorhead, Ml 56560
Carol Dobitz 218-236-2266
Northern Michigan University (BS)
Marquette, Ml 49855












Saginaw Valley State University
(BBA MBA)
2250 Pierce Road
University Center, Ml 48710
Louis R. Jacoby 517-790-4171
Siena Heights College (BA BS)
Adrian, Ml 49221
Gerald Kruse 517-263-0731




Michigan continues on next page
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University of Michigan—Ann Arbor 
(BBA MAcc PhD)
Ann Arbor, Ml 48109 
Eugene A. (Gene) Imhoff, Jr. 
313-763-1192
University of Michigan—Dearborn 
(BBA BSA)
4901 Evergreen Road 
Dearborn, Ml 48128 
313-593-5460
University of Michigan—Flint (BBA)
Flint, Ml 48502-2186
Walker E. Fesmire 313-762-3160
Walsh College of Accountancy & 













Richard L. Hodges 616-387-5209
minnesota
Augsburg College (BS)
731 South 21st Avenue 
Minneapolis, MN 55454 
Amin Kader 612-330-1158
Bemidji State University (BS)
1500 Birchmont Drive NE 
Bemidji, MN 56601
Richard D. Mayer 218-755-3710
Bethel College (BA)
3900 Bethel Drive 
St. Paul, MN 55112 
David Danforth 612-638-6400
College of Saint Benedict (BA BS)
Saint Joseph, MN 56374
James O'Meyara 612-363-5011
College of St. Scholastica (BA)




901 8th Street South
Moorhead, MN 56560
Clifford E. Harrison 218-299-3476
Concordia College—St. Paul (BA)
Hamline and Marshall Avenues 
275 North Syndicate Street 
St. Paul, MN 55104-5494 
Kathleen Garriott 612-641-8811
Gustavus Adolphus College (BA)
800 West College Avenue 
St. Peter, MN 56082 
Bruce Johnson 507-933-7011
Mankato State University (BS)
South Road and Ellis Avenue
Mankato, MN 56001
Clinton J. Kind 507-389-2965
Metropolitan State University (BA)
730 Hennepin Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55403 
David Crockett 612-296-3875
Northwestern College (BS)
3003 North Snelling Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55113
Charles Kuivinen 612-631-5316
St. Cloud State University (BS MS)
7th Street & 4th Avenue South
St. Cloud, MN 56301
Quentin N. Gerber 612-255-3038
Saint John's University (BA BS)
Collegeville, MN 56321
Lucy Larson 612-363-2011




Patricia M. Sommerville 507-457-1491
Southwest State University (BS)
1501 State Street
Marshall, MN 56258





Fawzi G. Dimian 218-726-8541
University of Minnesota, 
Twin Cities Campus (BSB MBA PhD)
231 Pillsbury Drive SE 
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Robert Glen Berryman 612-624-7573
University of St. Thomas—MN (BA)
2115 Summit Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55105-1096
Joseph A. Mason 612-962-5549












Delta State University (BBA)
P.O. Box 3222
Cleveland, MS 38733
Jefferson E. (Jerry) Williams 
601-846-4180
Jackson State University (BBA MPAcc)
1325 J.R. Lynch Street
Jackson, MS 39217
Rameshwar D. Gupta 601-968-2414
Millsaps College (BBA)
1701 North State Street
Jackson, MS 39210








Mississippi State University 
(BPAcc MPAcc DBA)
Drawer EF
Mississippi State, MS 39762
Dora Rose Herring 601-325-3710




Elaine L. Evans 601-329-7152
Mississippi Valley State University 
(BSBA)
P.O. Box 1177




Holly Springs, MS 38685
Nellie J. Smith 601-252-4661






Tonya K. Flesher 601-232-7468




James R. Crockett 601-266-4641
missouri
Avila College (BSBA MBA)
11901 Wornall Road
Kansas City, MO 64145
Bonnie Givens 816-942-8400
Central Methodist College (BA BS)
411 Central Methodist Square
Fayette, MO 65248-1198
John A. Flanders 816-248-3391 Ext. 338
Central Missouri State University 
(BSBA MA)
Warrensburg, MO 64093-5070 
Arthur J. Norton 816-543-4245
College of the Ozarks (BA BS)
Point Lookout, MO 65726 
David Beardon 417-334-6411
Columbia College (BA BS)
10th and Rogers
Columbia, MO 65216




Vicky J. Eidson 314-288-5221
Drury College (BA)
900 North Benton Avenue 
Springfield, MO 65802 





Fontbonne College (BSBA MST)
6800 Wydown
St. Louis, MO 63105
Mark Roman 314-862-3456
Hannibal-LaGrange College (BS)
2800 Palmyra Road 




Jefferson City, MO 65101 
314-681-5000
Lindenwood College (BA)
209 South Kings Highway 
St. Charles, MO 63301 
Donald Babbitt 314-949-4829
Maryville College—Saint Louis (BS)
13550 Conway Road 
St. Louis, MO 63141 
Don Kaufman 314-576-9300
Missouri Baptist College (BA BS)
12542 Conway Road 
St. Louis, MO 63141 
Rick Maclin 314-434-1115
Missouri Southern State College 
(BSBA)
3950 East Newman Road 
Joplin, MO 64801-1595 
417-625-9319
Missouri Western State College 
(BSBA)
4525 Downs Drive
St. Joseph, MO 64507
Charles A. Perkins 816-271-4338




Debra K. Kerby 816-785-4346




J. Patrick McLaughlin 816-562-1280
Park College (BA)
8700 Riverpark Drive 
Parkville, MO 64152 
Paul Wuellner 816-741-2000
Rockhurst College (BSBA MBA)
5225 Troost Avenue
Kansas City, MO 64110
Gerald L. Miller 816-926-4016
Saint Louis University
(BS MAcc MBA PhD)
221 North Grand Boulevard 
St. Louis, MO 63103
John N. Kissinger 314-658-3828
Southeast Missouri State University
(BSBA)
One University Plaza
Cape Giradeau, MO 63701
Deborah F. Beard 314-651-2118
Southwest Baptist University (BS)
1601 South Springfield Street 
Bolivar, MO 65613
Benjamin E. Clark 417-326-1752
Southwest Missouri State University 
(BS MAcc)
901 South National 
Springfield, MO 65804 
Richard L. Nichols 417-836-5414




University of Missouri—Columbia 
(BS MAcc MS PhD)
Columbia, MO 65211
Raymond C. Dockweiler 314-882-3478
University of Missouri—Kansas City 
(BS MS)
5100 Rockhill Road
Kansas City, MO 64110
Lavern E. Krueger 816-235-2218
University of Missouri—St. Louis
(BSBA MAcc MBA)
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, MO 63121





St. Louis, MO 63130-4899
Robert L. Virgil, Jr. 314-935-6344
Webster University (BA)
470 East Lockwood
St. Louis, MO 63119-3194
Lucille Berry 314-968-7022
William Jewell College (BS)
500 College Hill
Liberty, MO 64068
Jean L. Hawkins 816-781-7700 Ext. 5701




College of Great Falls (BA BS)
1301 20th Street South
Great Falls, MT 59405
Ray K. Bohne, Jr. 406-761-8210
Eastern Montana College (BA BSBA)








Montana State University (BS)
901 West Garfield Street 
Bozeman, MT 59717
Melvin M. McFetridge 406-994-4421
Rocky Mountain College (BA)
Billings, MT 59102
Sharon Meyer 406-657-1000
University of Montana (BSBA MAcc)
Lodge 101
Missoula, MT 59812
Bruce P. Budge 406-243-4831
Nebraska
Bellevue College (BA BS)
Galvin Road at Harvell Drive 
Bellevue, NE 68005
Lynn A. Suberly 402-291-8100
Chadron State College (BA BS)
10th & Main Streets
Chadron, NE 69337
Timothy Anderson 308-432-6283








California at 24th Street
Omaha, NE 68178
Thomas A. Shimerda 402-280-2062





Crete, NE 68333 
Stan Sipple 402-826-8549
Hastings College (BA)
7th and Turner Avenue
Hastings, NE 68902
Roger Doerr 402-463-2402
Midland Lutheran College (BSBA)
720 East 9th Street
Fremont, NE 68025
Mick Shadbolt 402-721-5480







University of Nebraska—Lincoln 
(BSBA MPAcc PhD)
14th and R Streets
Lincoln, NE 68588
Thomas D. Hubbard 402-472-2337
University of Nebraska—Omaha 
(BS MPAcc)
60th and Dodge Streets 
Omaha, NE 68182
H. Perrin Garsombke 402-554-2810
Wayne State College (BSBA)
200 East 10th
Wayne, NE 68787 
Gary Volk 402-375-7245
nevada
University of Nevada—Las Vegas 
(BS MS)
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89154
Jim Swayze 702-895-3992
University of Nevada, Reno (BS)
Reno, NV 89557
Robert E. Blatz, Jr. 702-784-6897
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new Hampshire
Daniel Webster College (AS BS)
Nashua, NH 03063
Doris Jafferian 603-883-3556









(AS BS MBA MS)
2500 River Road
Manchester, NH 03106
John C. VanSantvoord 603-668-2211
Plymouth State College (BS MBA)
Plymouth, NH 03264
Anindya Datta 603-535-5000
Rivier College (BA BS)
South Main Street
Nashua, NH 03060
Paul Hajjar 603-888-1311 Ext. 8490








Bloomfield, NJ 07003 
Ellen Powley 201-748-9000
Caldwell College (BA BS)
9 Ryerson Avenue
Caldwell, NJ 07006 
Robert Ping 201-228-4424
Centenary College (BS)
400 Jefferson Street 
Hackettstown, NJ 07840 
Robert Quade 908-852-1400
College of Saint Elizabeth (BSBA)
2 Convent Road
Morristown, NJ 07960-6989





Robert A. DeFilippis 201-593-8810




Robert A. DeFilippis 201-692-2164
Fairleigh Dickinson University— 
Rutherford (BS MBA)
270 Montross Avenue 
Rutherford, NJ 07070 
Matthew C. Calderisi 201-666-5661
Georgian Court College (BS)
900 Lakewood Avenue 
Lakewood, NJ 08701 
Binetta Dolan 908-364-2200
Jersey City State College (BA BS)
2039 Kennedy Boulevard
Jersey City, NJ 07305
Robert J. Matthews 201-200-3353
Kean College of New Jersey (BA)
Union, NJ 07083
Eric Carlson 908-527-2413
Monmouth College (BS MBA)
Cedar Avenue
West Long Branch, NJ 07764 
James Heely 201-571-3642
Montclair State College (BS MBA)
Valley Road and Normal Avenue 
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043 
Diane Schulz 201-893-7458
Ramapo College of New Jersey 
(BSBA)
505 Ramapo Valley Road
Mahwah, NJ 07430
Anita L. Stellenwerf 201-529-7394
Rider College (BSBA)
2083 Lawrenceville Road 
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648 
Donald E. Wygal 609-895-5543
Rowan College of New Jersey 
(BSBA MBA)
201 Mullica Hill Road 
Glassboro, NJ 08028 







Levin Building Livingston Campus 
New Brunswick, NJ 08903







Saint Peter's College (BS)
2641 Kennedy Boulevard
Jersey City, NJ 07306
James E. Del Vacchio 201-915-9245
Seton Hall University (BSBA MBA)
South Orange Avenue
South Orange, NJ 07079 
John P. Deehan 201-761-9239
Stockton State College (BA BS)
Pomona, NJ 08240
Joanne McEnerney 609-652-1776
Thomas A. Edison State College 
(BSBA)
101 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08608-1176
Ronald Sukovich 609-984-1100
Trenton State College (BS)
Hillwood Lakes CN 4700
Trenton, NJ 08650
Barbara J. Shiarappa 609-771-2566
Upsala College (BS BA)
Prospect Street
East Orange, NJ 07019
Peter A. Miliotis 201-266-7218





NEW MEXICO — NEW YORK
new mexico
College of Santa Fe (BS)
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Julianna McGregor 505-473-6215








New Mexico Highlands University (BA)
Las Vegas, NM 87701
Lorenzo Sanchez 505-454-3522
New Mexico State University
(BAcc MAcc)
Box 30001
Las Cruces, NM 88003
James H. Bullock 505-646-4901
University of New Mexico
(BBA MAcc MBA)
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Jesse F. Dillard 505-277-3207
Western New Mexico University (BBA)
Box 85
Silver City, NM 88061
Arleigh Howard 505-538-6321
new york
Adelphi University (BBA BS MBA MS)
South Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530





Canisius College (BSBA MBA)
2001 Main Street
Buffalo, NY 14208
Edward J. Gress 716-888-2865
Clarkson University (BS MBA)
Potsdam, NY 13676
Wayne J. Morse 315-268-3995
College of Saint Rose (BSBA MS)
432 Western Avenue
Albany, NY 12203
Barry J. Hughes 518-454-5275
Columbia University (MBA PhD)
New York, NY 10027 
212-854-1754
Cornell University (MBA PhD)
Ithaca, NY 14853
607-255-6000
CUNY—Baruch College (BS MBA PhD)
17 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10010 
Steven B. Lilien 212-447-3190
CUNY—Brooklyn College (BS MA)
Bedford Avenue & Avenue H 
Brooklyn, NY 11210-2889 
Marshal Richter 718-951-5317
CUNY—College of Staten Island (BS)
130 Stuyvesant Place




New York, NY 10021
Lila Bergman 212-772-5436
CUNY—Lehman College (BA BS MS)
250 Bedford Park Boulevard West 
Bronx, NY 10468-1589 
Oscar Fisch 718-960-8881





65-30 Kissena Boulevard 
Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
Abraham J. Simon 718-997-5070
CUNY—York College (BS)
94-20 Guy R. Brewer Boulevard
Jamaica, NY 11451
Richard Bartman 718-262-2000








Dominican College of Blauvelt (BSBA)
470 Western Highway 











113 West 60th Street
New York, NY 10023




Stephen A. Kolenda 607-431-4951
Hofstra University (BBA MBA)
134 Hofstra University 
Hempstead, NY 11550 






New Rochelle, NY 10801




Le Moyne College (BS)
Le Moyne Heights
Syracuse, NY 13214-1399
Mary K. Collins 315-445-4466
Long Island University— 
Brooklyn Campus (BS MS)
University Plaza
Brooklyn, NY 11201





C.W. Post Campus (BS MS)
Northern Boulevard Route 25A
Brookville, NY 11548
Donald P. Silver 516-299-2364
Long Island University— 




Manhattan College (BS MBA)
Manhattan College Parkway
Riverdale, NY 10471
Brother William Batt 718-920-0111




Marymount Manhattan College (BS)
221 East 71st Street









Rockville Centre, NY 11570
Sr. Agnes Butler 516-678-5000
Mount Saint Mary College (BS)
Powell Avenue
Newburgh, NY 12550
Jerome Picard 914-561-0800 Ext. 3118
Nazareth College of Rochester (BS)
4245 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14618
Phyllis Bloom 716-586-2525 Ext. 551
New York Institute of Technology (BS)
1855 Broadway
New York, NY 10023
K. Chandrasekar 212-399-8368
New York University (BS MBA MS PhD)
40 West 4th Street
New York, NY 10003
Joshua Livnat 212-998-0022
Niagara University (BBA BS MBA)
Niagara University, NY 14109 
Alfonso R. Oddo 716-286-8158
Pace University (BBA MS MBA)
Pace Plaza
New York, NY 10038
Rudolph A. Jacob 212-346-1960
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (BS)
Troy, NY 12180
Robert L. Boylan 518-276-2956
Roberts Wesleyan College (BS)
2301 Westside Drive
Rochester, NY 14624
Daniel W. Barlow 716-594-6477
Rochester Institute of Technology
(BS MBA)
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
Francis E. Kearns 716-475-6781




St. Bonaventure University (BBA MBA)
Route 417
St. Bonaventure, NY 14778
Larry L. Orsini 716-375-2111
St. Francis College (BS)
180 Remsen Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Geoffrey R. Horlick 
718-522-2300 Ext. 283
St. John Fisher College (BS)
3690 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14618
Laurence L. Boisvert 716-385-8377
St. John's University (BS MBA)
Grand Central & Utopia Pkways
Jamaica, NY 11439
James W. Thompson 718-990-6460




St. Joseph's College, Suffolk Campus
Patchogue, NY 11772
Sal Rumore 516-447-3200







Michael R. Van Patten 518-783-2300
SUNY at Albany (BS MSA MST) 
1400 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12222
Roland A. Minch 518-442-4972
SUNY at Binghamton (BS MS)
P.O. Box 6000
Binghamton, NY 13902-6000
John C. Gardner 607-777-2306
SUNY at Buffalo (BSBA MBA PhD) 
160E Jacobs Management Center 
Buffalo, NY 14260
Lawrence D. Brown 716-645-3277
SUNY College at Brockport (BA BS)
Kenyon Street
Brockport, NY 14420
Gary P. Briggs 716-395-2623
SUNY College at Fredonia (BS)
Fredonia, NY 14063
Mojtaba Seyedian 716-673-3505




SUNY College at New Paltz (BS)
75 South Manheim Boulevard
New Paltz, NY 12561
Sally M. Schultz 914-257-2930
SUNY College at Old Westbury (BS)
Box 210
Old Westbury, NY 11568
Patrick O'Sullivan 516-876-3292
SUNY College at Oswego (BS)
Oswego, NY 13126
Roberta M. Lipsig 315—341—2528
New York continues on next page
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SUNY College at Plattsburgh (BS)
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
Raymond P. Thoren 518-564-4190






(BSBA MBA MS PhD)
Syracuse, NY 13244
Badr E. Ismail 315-443-2804
The King's College (BS)
150 Lodge Road
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510 
Ken Christiansen 914-944-5648
Touro College (BS)
27-33 West 23rd Street 





University of Rochester (MBA PhD)
Rochester, NY 14627
716-275-2121
Utica College of Syracuse University
(BS)
1600 Burrstone Road 
Burrstone, NY 13502 
Randall Huta 315-792-3056
Wagner College (BS)
631 Howard Avenue 
Staten Island, NY 10301 
G. D'Allesandio 718-390-3100
Yeshiva University (BS)
500 West 185th Street 



















Bennett College (BA BS)




Buies Creek, NC 27506
Thomas Harold Fowell, Jr. 919-893-4111
Catawba College (BA)
2100 West Innes Street
Salisbury, NC 28144
William H. Trenchard 704-637-4483
Duke University (MBA PhD)
2138 Campus Drive
Durham, NC 27706
Robert H. Ashton 919-660-7842
East Carolina University (BSBA MSA)
Greenville, NC 27858
J. Larry Hagler 919-757-6055
Elizabeth City State University (BA BS)
Parkview Drive
Elizabeth City, NC 27909
Ivory Lyons 919-335-3400
Elon College (BS BA)
Elon College, NC 27244
Calvert C. McGregor 919-584-2239
Fayetteville State University (BS)
Newbold Station
Fayetteville, NC 28301
Jacob O. Balogun 919-486-1591
Gardner-Webb University (BS)
P.O. Box 817
Boiling Springs, NC 28017
Earl H. Godfrey, Jr. 704-434-2361
Greensboro College (BA BS)
815 West Market Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
Thomas O. Jones, Jr. 919-272-7102
Guilford College (BS BAS)
5800 West Friendly Avenue 
Greensboro, NC 27410
William A. Grubbs 919-316-2240
High Point University (BS)
University Station
High Point, NC 27262-3598
Phillip McBrayer 919-841-9000
Johnson C. Smith University (BA BS)
100 Beatties Ford Road 
Charlotte, NC 28216 
Sunday J. Ndoh 704-378-1066
Lenoir-Rhyne College (BA)
7th Avenue & 8th Street, NE
Hickory, NC 28603
Raymond M. Strunk 704-328-7197
Livingstone College (BA BS)
701 West Monroe Street 
Salisbury, NC 28144 
Daniel Anekwu 704-638-5638
Mars Hill College (BS)
Mars Hill, NC 28754





Methodist College (AA BS BA)
5400 Ramsey Street 
Fayetteville, NC 28311 
Walter M. Swing 919-630-7048
Mount Olive College (BA BS)
634 Henderson Street
Mount Olive, NC 28365
Patricia N. Burrus
919-658-2502 Ext. 3045
North Carolina A&T State University (BS)
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Raphael N. Thompson 919-560-6405




Carl J. Messere 919-515-2256
North Carolina Wesleyan College (BS)
3400 North Wesleyan Boulevard
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
Steven K. Palmer 919-985-5170









Robert L. Finley 704-337-2200




Shaw University (BA BS)
Raleigh, NC 27611
Bernard Bugg 919-546-8200




Donald D. Lisnerski 704-251-6554
University of North Carolina—
Chapel Hill (MAcc PhD)
Country Club Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
919-962-2211




Richard G. Schroeder 704-547-2446
University of North Carolina— 
Greensboro (BS MSA)
1000 Spring Garden Street 
Greensboro, NC 27412 
William A. Collins 919-334-5647
University of North Carolina— 
Wilmington (BS)
601 South College Road 
Wilmington, NC 28403-3297 
John A. Marts 919-395-3509
Wake Forest University (BS)
Box 7305 Reynolda Station
Winston-Salem, NC 27109 




C. Claude Teagarden 704-227-7401
Wingate College (BA BS)
Wingate, NC 28174
Dorcas Berg 704-233-8148
Winston-Salem State University (BS)
601 Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive 
Winston-Salem, NC 27110
George A. Johnson 919-750-2330
north dakota





Jamestown, ND 58401 
Jeanne Bendewald 
701-252-3467 Ext. 2582
Minot State University (BS)
500 University Avenue West
Minot, ND 58707
David E. DeMers 701-857-3317
North Dakota State University (BS)
Fargo, ND 58105
Steven J. Carlson 701-237-7935
University of Mary (AS BA BS)
7500 University Drive 
Bismarck, ND 58501-9652 
Marv Borgelt 701-255-7500
University of North Dakota (BAcc)
P.O. Box 8097
Grand Forks, ND 58202
Harold H. Wilde 701-777-4683
Valley City State University (BA BS)






I. Warren Wagner 419-289-5229
Baldwin-Wallace College (BA)
275 Eastland Road 
Berea, OH 44017 
Ronald Ehresman 216-826-2392
Bluffton College (BA)
280 West College Avenue
Bluffton, OH 45817
Ronald Friesen 419-358-3238
Bowling Green State University
(BSBA MAcc)
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
Park E. Leathers 419-372-7812
Capital University (BA MT)
2199 East Main Street
Columbus, OH 43209
Richard D. Schwab 614-236-6132
Case Western Reserve University 
(BS MAcc PhD) 
10900 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44106-7235 




Ronald J. Walker 513-766-7911
Central State University (BS)
Wilberforce, OH 45384
Anthony W. Jackson 513-376-6421
Cleveland State University 
(MAFIS DBA)
East 24th and Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115
Elise G. Jancura 216-687-3657
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112 Prospect Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44115 
Sharon Siders 216-696-9000




Donald R. Materniak 614-283-6281
Franklin University (BS)
201 South Grant Avenue 
Columbus, OH 43215 
Mark H. Bezik 614-341-6237
Heidelberg College (BA BS)
310 East Market Street
Tiffin, OH 44883
William T. Wickham 419-448-2280
John Carroll University (BSBA)
20700 North Park Boulevard 
University Heights, OH 44118 
Richard K. Fleischman 216-397-4443
Kent State University (BBA MS PhD)
204 Kent Student Center
Kent, OH 44242
Ray G. Stephens 216-672-2772
Lake Erie College (BA BS)
391 West Washington Street 
Painesville, OH 44077-3389 
William Blanchard 216-352-3361
Malone College (BA)
515 25th Street NW
Canton, OH 44709




Edward H. Osborne 614-374-4632
Miami University (BS MAcc)
500 East High Street
Oxford, OH 45056-1618
John Cumming 513-529-6212
Mount Union College (BA BS)
Alliance, OH 44601
David Zoky 216-823-3263
Mount Vernon Nazarene College (BA)
800 Martinsburg Road
Mount Vernon, OH 43050
Daryl Gruver 614-397-1244 Ext. 3301
Muskingum College (BA)
New Concord, OH 43762
Joseph Wilson 614-826-8205
Notre Dame College of Ohio (BA BS)
Cleveland, OH 44121
Marilyn Jones 216-381-1680
Ohio Dominican College (BA BS)
Columbus, OH 43219
Gerald Campbell 614-253-2741
Ohio Northern University (BSBA)
Ada, OH 45810
Kyu Y. Sung 419-772-2073
Ohio State University (BSBA MBA PhD)
1800 Cannon Drive
Columbus, OH 43210
William F. Bentz 614-292-2082
Ohio University (BBA)
Athens, OH 45701
E. James Meddaugh 614-593-2016
Ohio Wesleyan University (BA)
Delaware, OH 43015
Robert J. Gitter 614-368-3536
Otterbein College (BA BS)
Westerville, OH 43081
Gerald C. Brown 614-898-1468
The University of Findlay (BA BS)
1000 North Main Street 





Timothy E. Schultz 419-447-6485
University of Akron (BS MBA)
302 East Buchtel Avenue 
Akron, OH 44325
Orville R. Keister 216-972-6228
University of Cincinnati (BBA PhD)
Cincinnati, OH 45221
J. Timothy Sale 513-556-7040
University of Dayton (BSBA)
300 College Park Avenue
Dayton, OH 45469
Ronnie J. Burrows 513-229-2429
University of Rio Grande (AAB BS)
28 North College Street 
Rio Grande, OH 45674-9989 
Charles F. Palmer 614-245-5353
University of Toledo (BBA MBA MS)
2801 West Bancroft Street 
Toledo, OH 43606 
Philip R. Fink 419-537-2281







Wilberforce, OH 45384 




Wayne O. Maurer 513-327-7903
Wright State University (BS)
Colonel Glenn Highway
Dayton, OH 45435
John P. Walker 513-873-2377
Xavier University (BSBA)
3800 Victory Parkway 
Cincinnati, OH 45207-5161 
Joyce S. Allen 513-745-3471
Youngstown State University (BSBA)
410 Wick Avenue
Youngstown, OH 44555 




Bartlesville Wesleyan College (BA BS) 
Bartlesville, OK 74006
Terry Arnholt 918-333-6151
Cameron University (BA BS)
Lawton, OK 73505
Bob Sheets 405-581-2848






Evelyn N. Weekes 405-466-3275
Northwestern Oklahoma State 
University (BA BS)
Alva, OK 73717
Rex R. Mahlman 405-327-1700
Oklahoma Baptist University (BBA)
500 West University 
Shawnee, OK 74801 
405-878-2115
Oklahoma Christian University 
of Science & Arts (BS)
Box 11000
Oklahoma City, OK 73136
Howard D. Leftwich 405-425-5567
Oklahoma City University (BS MSA)
2501 North Blackwelder 
Oklahoma City, OK 73106 
James H. Thompson 405-521-5486




Oklahoma State University 
(BS MS PhD)
Stillwater, OK 74078-0555
Lanny G. Chasteen 405-744-5123












George Collier 405-924-0121 Ext. 2708
Southern Nazarene University (BS)












Lorren H. Beavers 405-341-2980
University of Oklahoma 
(BBA BAcc MAcc MBA PhD DBA) 
1000 Asp Avenue
Norman, OK 73019
Shane R. Moriarity 405-325-4221
University of Science & Arts 
of Oklahoma (BA BS) 
Chickasha, OK 73018 
John W. Mantooth 
405-224-3140 Ext. 267
University of Tulsa (BSBA MAcc)
600 South College Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74104-3189
Gordon L. Nielsen 918-631-2217
oregon
Linfield College (BA BS)
900 South Baker Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
Richard Emery 503-472-4121
Oregon Institute of Technology (BS)
Klamath Falls, OR 97601
Richard Bailey 503-885-1000
Oregon State University (BS)
Corvallis, OR 97331
Charles A. Neyhart 503-737-4276
Portland State University








University of Oregon (BA BS MBA PhD)
Eugene, OR 97403
Raymond D. King 503-346-3357
University of Portland (BBA)
5000 North Willamette Boulevard 
Portland, OR 97203
John Goveia 503-283-7224
Western Baptist College (BS)
5000 Deer Park Drive SE
Salem, OR 97301








13th & Exeter Streets
Reading, PA 19612
Terence J. Reilly 215-921-2381
Allentown College of 
St. Francis de Sales (BA)
2755 Station Avenue
Center Valley, PA 18034-9568
William P. Dwyer, Jr. 215-282-1100
Alvernia College (BA BS)
Reading, PA 19607
Gwen Williams 215-777-5411
Beaver College (BA BS)
Church Road & Limkiln Pike
Glenside, PA 19038
William D. Biggs 215-572-2937








Bucknell University (BS MSBA)
Lewisburg, PA 17837
Stephen D. Willits 717-524-3166
Cabrini College (BA BS)
Radnor, PA 19087
Edward Christ 215-971-8100








Emerson N. Milligram 412-578-6138
Carnegie Mellon University (PhD)
5000 Forbes Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 
412-268-2000
Cedar Crest College (BS)
100 College Drive
Allentown, PA 18104-6196 
Donald E. Stinner 215-437-4471
Chestnut Hill College (BS)
9601 Germantown Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19118-2695 
Francis M. Pufko 215-248-7133
Cheyney University of Pennsylvania 
(BA BS)
Cheyney, PA 19319
Michael E. Adighibe 215-399-2362
Clarion University of Pennsylvania
(BSBA MBA)
Clarion, PA 16214
Charles J. Pineno 814-226-2628




Drexel University (BSBA MS PhD) 
32nd & Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19104 
Cadambi A. (Cas) Srinivasan 
215-895-2116
Duquesne University (BSBA MBA)
600 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15282
Kenneth L. Paige 412-434-6271
Eastern College (BA BS)
Fairview Drive
Saint Davids, PA 19087
Jack Bower 215-341-5835







Richard G. Stone 717-361-1269
Franklin and Marshall College (BA)
P.O. Box 3003
Lancaster, PA 17604
Alan S. Glazer 717-291-4069
Gannon University (BS MBA)
University Square
Erie, PA 16541
Michael J. O'Neill 814-871-7573
Geneva College (BSBA)
Beaver Falls, PA 15010




Virginia E. Schein 717-337-6653
Grove City College (BS)
100 Campus Drive
Grove City, PA 16127
John Sparks 412-458-2056
Gwynedd-Mercy College (BA BS)
Sumneytown Pike
Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437
Joanne Trotter 215-646-7300
Holy Family College (BA)
Grant & Frankford Avenues 
Philadelphia, PA 19114
Edward J. Bader 215-637-7700
Immaculata College (AS BA)
King Road
Immaculata, PA 19345-0901 
Sr. Maria Christi 215-647-4400
Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
(BS MBA)
Indiana, PA 15705
Dean S. Eiteman 412-357-2686
Juniata College (BA BS)
1700 Moore Street
Huntingdon, PA 16652
James R. Donaldson 814-643-4310
King's College (BS MSA MST)
133 North River Street 
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711 
Janet E. Mercincavage 717-826-5900






La Roche College (BS)
9000 Babcock Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA 15237
Bernard J. Michalek 412-367-9300
LaSalle University (BSBA MBA)
20th Street & Olney Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19141
John F. Reardon 215-951-1029





Rauch Business Center #37
Bethlehem, PA 18015
Kenneth P. Sinclair 215-758-3431
Lock Haven University (BS)
Lock Haven, PA 17745
Nancy W. Berry 717-893-2492
Lycoming College (BA)
Williamsport, PA 17701








Mercyhurst College (BA BS)
Glenwood Hills
Erie, PA 16546
Robert A. Cisek 814-825-0200




Millersville University of 
Pennsylvania (BSBA)
237 North George Street 
Millersville, PA 17551








Paula L. Irwin 215-821-3286








David T. Doran 814-898-6223
Pennsylvania State University— 
Harrisburg (BS)
777 West Harrisburg Pike 
Middletown, PA 17057 
Jean E. Harris 717-948-6141
Pennsylvania State University— 
University Park (BS MS PhD)
University Park, PA 16802 
Charles H. Smith 814-865-0041
Philadelphia College of Textiles
& Science (BSBA)
Henry Avenue & Schoolhouse Lane
Philadelphia, PA 19144
Stuart Borowsky 215-951-2700












Saint Francis College (BS)
Loretto, PA 15940
Randy L. Frye 814-472-3087
Saint Joseph's University (BS MBA)
5600 City Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19131-1395
Joseph M. Ragan 215-660-1654
Saint Vincent College (BA BS)
U.S. Route 30 East 
Latrobe, PA 15650-2690
Robert DePasquale 412-537-4589





Edward S. Goodhart 717-532-1436
Slippery Rock University (BSBA)
Slippery Rock, PA 16057




Jerrell W. Habegger 717-372-4461
Temple University (BBA MBA MS PhD)
1801 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
Stephen L. Fogg 215-787-1915
Thiel College (BA)
Greenville, PA 16125





Robert E. Verrecchia 215-898-1290
University of Pittsburgh (BS MBA PhD)
Pittsburgh, PA 15260




George E. Letcher 814-269-2964
University of Pittsburgh—Greensburg 
(BS)
1150 Mt. Pleasant Road 
Greensburg, PA 15601-5898 
James D. Defloria 412-836-9889




Villanova University (BS MT)
Villanova, PA 19085
Daniel J. O'Mara 215-645-4340





51 West College Street
Waynesburg, PA 15370
Joseph A. Graff 412-852-3267
West Chester University (BS MBA)
West Chester, PA 10595
Clyde J. Galbraith 215-436-2236
Westminster College (BA)
South Market Street
New Wilmington, PA 16172
Gail L. Miller 412-946-7166
Widener University (BS MSA MST)
One University Place
Chester, PA 19013
Frank C. Lordi 215-499-4308
Wilson College (BA BS)
Chambersburg, PA 17201 
Linda Shank 717-264-4141
York College of Pennsylvania (BS)
Country Club Road
York, PA 17405-7199
John F. Barbor 717-846-7788
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puerto rico
Bayamon Central University (BBA)
Bayamon, PR 00621
Orlando Cruz-Ibarra 809-786-3030
Caribbean University College (BA)
Bayamon, PR 00619
Generosa Vazquez 809-780-0070
Catholic University of Puerto Rico 
(BBA)




Inter American Univ of Puerto Rico—
San German (BA BS MBA)
San German, PR 00753
Benito Martinez 809-264-1912
Inter American Univ of Puerto Rico—
Metro Campus (BBA MBA)
P.O. Box 1293
San Juan, PR 00919-1293
Nelida Gomez 809-758-8000





University of Puerto Rico—Rio Piedras 
(BBA MBA)
P.O. Box 23326
San Juan, PR 00931-3326
Damian Roman 809-764-0000 Ext. 3330
University of Puerto Rico,
Cayey University College (BBA)
Cayey, PR 00633
Jenny Hernandez 809-738-2161
University of the Sacred Heart (BBA)
Santurce, PR 00914
Jose F. Cordova 809-728-1515
rhode island
Bryant College (BS MBA)
1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917-1284




Carol A. Hartley 401-865-2667
Rhode Island College (BS)
Providence, RI 02908
Halil Copur 401-456-8000
Roger Williams College (BA BS)
Bristol, RI 02809
Norm Tierney 401-253-1040
Salve Regina University (BA MS)
Ochre Point Avenue 
Newport, RI 02840 
Ellenrita R. O'Brien 401-847-6650
University of Rhode Island (BS MS)
Kingston, RI 02881
Spencer J. Martin 401-792-2073
south Carolina




Harden & Blanding Streets
Columbia, SC 29204
Clement Agbatutu 803-253-5198




Central Wesleyan College (BS BAcc)
One Wesleyan Drive
Central, SC 29630
James Bowen 803-639-2453 Ext. 408
Clemson University (BS MPAcc)
Clemson, SC 29634-1303











Erskine College (BA BS)
Due West, SC 29639
Rickey Madden 803-379-2131
Francis Marion University (BBA)
Box 100547
Florence, SC 29501














100 West College Street
Sumter, SC 29150








Sam L. Howell 803-833-2820
South Carolina State University (BS)
P.O. Box 1627
Orangeburg, SC 29117




Mark A. Bebensee 803-792-5056
University of South Carolina
(BS MAcc MT PhD)
Columbia, SC 29208
Gary A. Luoma 803-777-0170
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Patsy G. Lewellyn 803-648-6851





University of South Carolina— 
Spartanburg (BSBA)
800 University Way 
Spartanburg, SC 29303 
Jerome V. Bennett 803-599-2593






Rock Hill, SC 29733
James G. Bond 803-323-2186
Wofford College (BA BS)
North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC 29301
Matthew A. Stephenson 803-597-4570
south dakota
Augustana College (BA)
29th & Summit Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57197
Anne M. Oppegard 605-336-5220










Ivar M. Kaardal 605-352-8721
Mount Marty College (BA)





Rapid City, SD 57709
Paul Sedlacek 605-394-4800
Northern State University (BA BS) 
12th Avenue & Jay Street South
Aberdeen, SD 57401
Marvin Ehley 605-622-7718
Sioux Falls College (BA BS) 
1501 South Prairie
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
Allen Herrboldt 605-331-6705




Jon R. Carpenter 605-677-5556
tennessee
Austin Peay State University (BBA)
College Street
Clarksville, TN 37044
Wesley O. Fortner 615-648-7557
Belmont University (BBA MAcc)
1900 Belmont Boulevard
Nashville, TN 37212-3757
Roland M. Wright 615-385-6484







Walter F. Jahncke 615-775-2041
Carson Newman College (BS)
Jefferson City, TN 37760
Phyllis N. Driver 615-471-3317
Christian Brothers University (BS MBA)
650 East Parkway South
Memphis, TN 38104





David Lipscomb University (BA BS)
3901 Granny White Pike 
Nashville, TN 37204
George W. Boulware 615-269-1000
East Tennessee State University
(BBA MAcc)
Johnson City, TN 37614-0710
Thomas E. McKee 615-929-4432





158 East Main Street 
Henderson, TN 38340 
Michael H. Oliver 901-980-6091
Knoxville College (BSC)
901 College Street, NW 
Knoxville, TN 37921
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Memphis State University 
(BBA MBA MS PhD)
Memphis, TN 38152
Kenneth R. Austin 901-678-2465




William J. Grasty 615-898-2618
Milligan College (BA BS)
Milligan College, TN 37682 
Eugene Price 615-929-0116




Wayne E. Vandevere 615-238-2750
Tennessee State University (BBA)
John Merritt Boulevard 
Nashville, TN 37209 
Charles O. Rolen 615-251-1505




Charles W. Caldwell 615-372-3358




Trevecca Nazarene College (BS) 
333 Murfreesboro Road
Nashville, TN 37210 
615-248-1613
Union University (BS BA)
247 Highway 45 By-Pass
Jackson, TN 38305
Robert L. Wyatt 901-661-5361
University of Tennessee (BS MBA MAcc)
625 McCallie Avenue 
Chattanooga, TN 37403 
John G. Fulmer, Jr. 615-755-4101
University of Tennessee—Knoxville 
(BS MA PhD)
630 Stokely Management Center 
Knoxville, TN 37996-0560 
Jan R. Williams 615-974-1746
University of Tennessee—Martin 
(BSBA MAcc)
Martin, TN 38238
Rhelda W. Barron 901-587-7238
Vanderbilt University (MBA PhD) 
401 24th Avenue South 
Nashville, TN 37240-2701 
615-322-2561
texas
Abilene Christian University (BBA)
Box 6000
Abilene, TX 79699-0001
William E. Wright 915-674-2071
Angelo State University (BBA MBA)
2601 West Avenue North
San Angelo, TX 76909




C. William Thomas 817-755-3536
Concordia Lutheran College (BA)
Austin, TX 78705
Howard Lacey 512-452-7661
Corpus Christi State University
(BBA MAcc)
6300 Ocean Drive
Corpus Christi, TX 78412
Cheryl Hein 512-887-9055
Dallas Baptist University (BBA)
7777 West Kiest Boulevard
Dallas, TX 75211
Larry Linamen 214-331-8311




East Texas State University (BBA)
East Texas Station
Commerce, TX 75428




Houston Baptist University (BBA MBA)
7502 Fondren Road
Houston, TX 77074
Shari H. Wescott 713-774-7661
Howard Payne University (BBA)
1000 Fisk
Brownwood, TX 76801
Charles W. Boland 915-643-7827
Huston-Tillotson College (BA BS)
900 Chicon Street
Austin, TX 78702
Martha J. Curry 512-505-3130
Incarnate Word College (BBA)
4301 Broadway
San Antonio, TX 78209
James W. Donovan 210-829-3184
Jarvis Christian College (BBA)
Post Office Drawer G
Hawkins, TX 75765








Fredric J. Carlson 903-753-0231





P.O. Box 278 McMurry Station
Abilene, TX 79697




Midwestern State University (BBA)
3400 Taft Boulevard
Wichita Falls, TX 76308
Ralph B. Fritzsch 817-689-4364
Our Lady of the Lake University (BBA)
411 Southwest 24th Street
San Antonio, TX 78207
Jeannine M. Radtke 512-434-6711
Paul Quinn College (BA BS)
3837 Simpson Stuart Road
Dallas, TX 75241
I. Ekong 214-371-0905
Prairie View A&M University
(BBA MBA)
P.O. Box 2580
Prairie View, TX 77446









St. Mary's University of San Antonio 
(BBA MBA)
1 Camino Santa Maria
San Antonio, TX 78228-8607
Kent Royalty 210-436-3705
Sam Houston State University (BBA)
Huntsville, TX 77341
Thomas M. Rowe 409-294-1258
Schreiner College (BA BS)
Kerrville, TX 78028
John Jones 512-896-5411
Southern Methodist University (BBA)
P.O. Box 296
Dallas, TX 75275
Elbert B. Greynolds 214-768-3168
Southwest Texas State University
(BBA)
J. C. Kellam Building
San Marcos, TX 78666
Steven M. Mintz 512-245-2566






Leonard F. Giesecke 512—863—1574
Stephen F. Austin State University
(BBA)
Nacogdoches, TX 75962
Sammie L. Smith 409-568-3105




Tarleton State University (BBA)
Stephenville, TX 76402
Boyd D. Collier 817-968-9910
Texas A&l University (BBA MPAcc)
Kingsville, TX 78363
Neal R. VanZante 512-595-3930
Texas A&M International University 
(BBA MPAcc)
1 West End Washington Street
Laredo, TX 78040
Sandra C. Richard 210-722-7046
Texas A&M University (BBA MS PhD)
College Station, TX 77843
James J. Benjamin 409-845-5014
Texas Christian University (BBA)
2800 South University Drive
Box 32905
Fort Worth, TX 76129
Robert L. Vigeland 817-921-7215
Texas Lutheran College (BA)
1000 West Court Street
Seguin, TX 78155
Nick A. Lockard 210-372-6051
Texas Southern University (BS MPAcc)
3100 Cleburne
Houston, TX 77004
Priscilla D. Slade 713-527-7717
Texas Tech University
(BBA MSA MBA PhD)
P.O. Box 42101
Lubbock, TX 79409-2101
Gary E. White 806-742-3181
Texas Wesleyan University (BBA)
1201 Wesleyan
Fort Worth, TX 76105-1536
Marshall Hamilton 817-531-4840




Reg N. Rezac 817-898-2114
Trinity University (BSBA BA MS)
715 Stadium Drive
San Antonio, TX 78284
Robert E. Jensen 210-736-7347





University of Houston 
(BBA MBA MSAcc PhD)
4800 Calhoun
Houston, TX 77204
Gary L. Schugart 713-743-4820
University of Houston—Clear Lake 
(BS MS)
2700 Bay Area Boulevard
Houston, TX 77058
Joan D. Bruno 713-283-3107
University of Houston—Victoria (BBA)
2302 C Red River
Victoria, TX 77901
Ron M. Sardessai 512-576-3151




John R. Leavins 713-221-8017






University of North Texas (BS MS PhD)
Chestnut & Avenue A
Denton, TX 76203
Teddy L. Coe 817-565-3095












D. Paul Newman 512-471-5215
University of Texas—Dallas (BSBA)
P.O. Box 830688
Richardson, TX 75083
Adolf J.H. Enthoven 214-690-2320
University of Texas—El Paso
(BBA MAcc)
El Paso, TX 79968
Gary J. Mann 915-747-5192
University of Texas—Pan American 
(BBA)
1201 West University Drive
Edinburg, TX 78539
Gouranga Ganguli 210-381-3383




Daniel J. Flaherty 915-367-2168
University of Texas—San Antonio
(BBA MPAcc)
6900 North Loop 1604 West
San Antonio, TX 78249-0632
Russell F. Briner 210-691-4320
University of Texas—Tyler (BBA)
3900 University Boulevard
Tyler, TX 75799
H. Milton Jones 903-566-7365
University of Texas at Arlington 
(BBA MPAcc MS MST PhD)
UTA Box 19088 UTA Station
Arlington, TX 76019
Martin E. Taylor 817-273-2044
West Texas State University
(BBA MPAcc)
Canyon, TX 79016




Alison I. Mukweyi 903-927-3220
Utah
Brigham Young University (BS MAcc)
Provo, UT 84602
W. Steve Albrecht 801-378-3154
University of Utah (BA BS MPAcc PhD)
Salt Lake City, UT 84112
Ronald N. Bagley 801-581-7444
Utah State University (BS BA MAcc)
Logan, UT 84322-3540
Clifford R. Skousen 801-750-2331
Weber State University (BS MPAcc)
Box 1015 3750 Harrison Boulevard
Ogden, UT 84408
Richard E. McDermott 801-626-6541
Vermont
Castleton State College (BSBA)
Castleton, VT 05735
Michael J. Bethel 802-468-5611 Ext. 223





Robert A. Foose 802-454-8311




Johnson State College (BA BS)
Johnson, VT 05656
James Black 802-635-2356





Frank T. Vanecek 802-485-2210




Southern Vermont College (BS)
Bennington, VT 05201
Robert Consalvo 802-442-5427 Ext. 316
Trinity College (BA BS)
Burlington, VT 05401
Marty Engelken 802-658-0337
University of Vermont (BSBA)
194 South Prospect Street
Burlington, VT 05405
Larry E. Shirland 802-656-3177
virginia





A. Lee Hall 703-326-3682
Bridgewater College (BA BS)
Bridgewater, VA 22812
Daniel Spitzer 703-828-2501
Christopher Newport University 
(BS BSBA)
50 Shoe Lane
Newport News, VA 23606
Wayne M. Schell 804-594-7238
College of William & Mary (BBA)
Williamsburg, VA 23185
James E. Smith 804-221-2883
Eastern Mennonite College (BA BS)
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Ronald L. Stoltzfus 703-432-4000
Emory and Henry College (BS)
Emory, VA 24327
L. James Cumbo, Jr. 703-944-4121













Janet A. Adeyiga 804-727-5361
James Madison University (BBA MS)
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Albert R. Mitchell 703-568-3084
Liberty University (BS)







William P. Brown 804-395-2365
Lynchburg College (BA BS)
1501 Lakeside Drive
Lynchburg, VA 24501
Gerald W. Rosson 804-522-8256
Mary Baldwin College (BA)
Staunton, VA 24401
Janet S. Ewing 703-887-7046
Marymount University (BBA MSIA)
2807 North Glebe Road
Arlington, VA 22207
George Fiebelkorn 703-284-5910
Norfolk State University (BS)
2401 Corprew Avenue 
Norfolk, VA 23504 
Lawrence Gulley 804-683-8217
Old Dominion University (BSBA MS)
Hampton Boulevard
Norfolk, VA 23529








Larry A. Lynch 703-375-2413
Saint Paul's College (BS)
406 Windsor Avenue 
Lawrenceville, VA 23868 
Samson O. Oshunkentan 804-848-4008
University of Richmond (BS)
Richmond, VA 23173
Frank Bird 804-289-8593
University of Virginia (BS MSA)
Charlottesville, VA 22903
Malcolm H. Lathan, Jr. 804-924-0873
University of Virginia—





(BS MAcc MT PhD)
901 West Franklin Street
Richmond, VA 23284
Bill N. Schwartz 804-367-1608
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & 
State University (BS MAcc PhD)
Blacksburg, VA 24061-0101
Wayne E. Leininger 703-231-6591
Virginia State University (BS)
Box 468
Petersburg, VA 23806
Mary F. Jackson-Heard 804-524-5841
Virginia Union University (BS)
1500 North Lombardy Street
Richmond, VA 23220
Ruth C. Harris 804-257-5704
Virginia Wesleyan College (BA)
Wesleyan Drive
Norfolk, VA 23502
Robert B. Albertson 804-455-3226
Washington and Lee University (BS)
Lexington, VA 24450
Lyn F. Wheeler 703-463-8608
washington
Central Washington University (BS)
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Karen Adamson 509-963-2031
City University (BS MBA)
16661 Northup Way
Bellevue, WA 98008 
Bob Roth 206-643-2000
Eastern Washington University 
(BAB MBA)
Cheney, WA 99004
Paul R. Graul 509-359-6356
Gonzaga University (BBA MAcc)
East 502 Boone Avenue
Spokane, WA 99258
Kay C. Carnes 509-328-4220
Pacific Lutheran University (BBA)
Tacoma, WA 98447
Judith Ramaglia 206-535-7224
Saint Martin's College (BA)
5300 Pacific Avenue SE
Lacey, WA 98503-7500
Michael C. Gideon 206-438-4361
Seattle Pacific University (BA)
3307 Third Avenue West
Seattle, WA 98119
Ross E. Stewart 206-281-2900
Seattle University (BA MBA)
Broadway & Madison
Seattle, WA 98122
David E. Tinius 206-296-5690
University of Puget Sound (BA)
1500 North Warner
Tacoma, WA 98416




James J. Jiambalvo 206-543-4368
Walla Walla College (BSBA)
204 South College Avenue 





Glenn L. Johnson 509-335-8541
Western Washington University (BA)
Bellingham, WA 98225
Stephen V. Senge 206-650-4894
Whitworth College (BA)










Bethany College (BA BS)
Bethany, WV 26032
Donald Eilenstine 304-829-7000
















Glenville State College (BA BS)
Glenville, WV 26351
Nolan Browning 304-462-7361
Marshall University (BBA MBA)
4th Avenue & Hal Greer Boulevard 
Huntington, WV 25705
William J. Radig 304-696-2310
Salem-Teikyo University (BA BS)
P.O. Box 500
223 West Main Street
Salem, WV 26426-0500




University of Charleston (BA BS)
Charleston, WV 25304
Robert Ruckle 304-357-4800
West Liberty State College (BSBA)
West Liberty, WV 26074
Lawrence D. Blush 304-336-8053
West Virginia Graduate College (MBA)
Institute, WV 25112 
304-766-2000








Donald C. Darnton 304-766-3000
West Virginia University (BSBA MPAcc)
P.O. Box 6009
Morgantown, WV 26506
Robert S. Maust 304-293-7842
West Virginia Wesleyan College
(BA BS)
Buckhannon, WV 26201
Dean H. Ruhlow 304-473-8479




Cardinal Stritch College (BA)
6801 North Yates Road
Milwaukee, Wl 53217-3985
Dickson K. Smith 414-352-5400
Carroll College (BS)
100 North East Avenue
Waukesha, Wl 53186





Concordia University, Wisconsin (BA)
12800 North Lake Shore Drive
Mequon, Wl 53092
DuWayne Dockter 414-243-4225
Edgewood College (BA BS)
855 Woodrow Street
Madison, Wl 53711




J. Garland Schilcutt 414-565-2111
Marian College of Fond Du Lac 
(BSBA BBA)
45 South National Avenue 
Fond du Lac, Wl 54935 
Sr. Margaret Lorimer 414-923-7600
Marquette University (BSBA MBA)
1217 West Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wl 53233
Don E. Giacomino 414-288-5669
Mount Mary College (BA BS)
Milwaukee, Wl 53222
Candice Elliott 414-258-4810







St. Norbert College (BBA)
100 Grant Street
De Pere, Wl 54115-2099
Jeffrey D. Ritter 414-337-3234
Silver Lake College (BA BS)
Manitowoc, Wl 54220
Alan Heffner 414-684-6691
University of Wisconsin—Eau Claire
(BBA)
Eau Claire, Wl 54701
Lawrence M. Ozzello 715-836-2184
University of Wisconsin—Green Bay
(BS)
2420 Nicolet Drive
Green Bay, Wl 54311
Karl M. Zehms 414-465-2553
University of Wisconsin—La Crosse
(BS)
1725 State Street
La Crosse, Wl 54601




University of Wisconsin—Madison 













University of Wisconsin—Parkside (BS)
Box 2000
Kenosha, Wl 53141





Steven A. Becker 608-342-1464
University of Wisconsin—River Falls
(BA BS)
315 North Hall
River Falls, Wl 54022
Thomas J. Tschetter 715-425-3335
University of Wisconsin—
Stevens Point (BS)
Stevens Point, Wl 54481-3897
James M. Haine 715-346-4529




Gregory P. Trudeau 715-394-8180
University of Wisconsin—Whitewater 
(BBA MS MBA)
800 West Main Street
Whitewater, Wl 53190
Roy C. Weatherwax 414-472-1344
Viterbo College (BBA)
La Crosse, Wl 54601
William H. Jensen 608-791-0250
Wyoming
University of Wyoming (BS)
P.O. Box 3275
Laramie, WY 82071
George R. McGrail 307-766-3199
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AICPA Academic and Career Development Division 
announces
The 1993 - 94 
AICPA DIRECTORY 
OF ACCOUNTING EDUCATION
Containing up-to-date information on over 1,000 accounting 
programs in the United States. Names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of administrators and faculty, concise program descriptions 
for each accounting degree offered, and other important data are 
included for each school and program.
Publication date: October 1, 1993
Cover price: $50.00
(Educators’ price of $35.00 reflects 30% discount)
To: AICPA Order Department
PO Box 2209
Jersey City, NJ 07303-2209
Please reserve copy(ies) of the 1993-94 AICPA Directory of Accounting Education, which will be available 
October 1, 1993.
Name: _________________ _______________ _ ______ _
Address:  _________ _ ________ ________ _______ ___ ____________________ ______________
Day Phone:_________________________ .__________________________________ _______________________
Quantity Title Product No. Unit Price Amount





$ 50 - $150 : $6.55
Over $150 : 4½% of total
Shipping & Handling (see table).... ......................
Sales Tax (814% in NYC; 4% elsewhere in NY.
6% in DC, CT and NJ*; 4% in VT).... ......................
TOTAL....___
*New Jersey residents: Sales tax is not applicable to shipping and handling.
872560
